The Executive Guide to

I.T. Budgeting
and Planning
A Modern Perspective

I.T. budget planning and preparation can seem like a colossal task. Business leaders need to be
clear about all objectives, components, approaches, and alignment with organizational goals. But
knowledge clears the way to easier execution. Read on to gain perspective on how to make I.T.
budgeting and planning work for you.
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INTRODUCTION
Over the past few decades, Information Technology (I.T.) has established a firm, permanent, rapidly
growing foothold in the boardroom of every organization, big or small, across all industry verticals and
horizontals. No longer a mere budget line-item, I.T. has metamorphosed into a topic dominating C-suite
discussions on aspects as varied as investing, strategy, risk, and security. Gone are the days of the dark
backroom densely populated by servers and associated electronic equipment, managed by a single
techie. Business technology has transformed into a vital and integral component that is at the core of an
organization’s success.
In modern times, satisfying an organization’s technology requirements means building a team of technology
professionals with varied skillsets and specializations. You can build this team either through smart hiring
or outsourcing. Technology is crucial for every aspect of any business, from optimizing employee efficiency
and productivity, to ensuring the highest level of customer satisfaction. And the fact is, “I.T. is here to stay.”
Dependency on reliable technology is growing exponentially, and I.T. is enabling every business to be
better connected and more highly innovative.
As a business leader and decision maker, if you are staying up late, worrying about optimizing your existing
I.T. setup and whether you are making the right choices for expansion, then you are not alone—even
though it may seem so. Every successful leader knows that making critical decisions is lonely and difficult.

“All your staff is
focused on providing
pleasant & friendly
service. I will certainly
make it a point to
refer anyone
to JMARK!”

Many organizations struggle with I.T. budgeting and planning because
there is often a significant disconnect between the I.T. and finance
teams. The I.T. team has scant understanding of the budgeting process,
and the finance team has no clue about technology needs. The best
way to deal with this situation is to treat I.T. budgeting as a sensible
planning and continuous management process rather than just another
annual exercise.

This paradigm shift calls for organizational leaders to work in cohesion to
define the role of I.T. in achieving company objectives and to begin viewing
I.T. as an investment instead of just a money sponge. This makes I.T.
Ivy Lenarz,
budgeting similar to personal financial planning. You must first understand
MISSOURI OZARKS
COMMUNITY HEALTH
your organization’s short and long-term goals. Only then can you be sure
you are aligning your organization’s I.T. strategy with its business strategy
and arrive at the right I.T. investment decisions.
It is important for I.T. leaders to understand the constraints on budgeting decisions, including:
•• The organization’s cash flow.
•• The impact of I.T. spending on the overall capital and operating budgets.
•• The impact of other major projects on the I.T. infrastructure.
•• The financial and non-financial impact of planned I.T. initiatives.
•• The effects of I.T. initiatives on employees in terms of their ability to adapt efficiently
to new systems or technology, and the overall effect on their work lives.
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I.T. BUDGETS – EXPENSE SEGREGATION
To foster better decision-making and planning, I.T. budgets must segregate expenses by type and category.
Apart from labor and other expenditures linked with multiple functions, I.T. budgets must identify
technology-specific expenses, including:

 Hardware
This usually includes all equipment, devices, and other fixed technology assets. It also takes into account
implementation costs, warranties and maintenance agreements, and other associated expenses. This
type of expense leads to ownership of a physical asset or is concerned with continuous usage and
maintenance of those assets.

 Software
This type of expense comprises software licenses and service contracts, commonly with an agreed price
and a fixed tenure.

 Subscriptions
These may be concerned with hardware, software, training, managed service providers, and cloud
computing. The price and length of subscription contracts could be either fixed or variable.

 Services
These may include advisors, consultants, legal counsel, auditors, and service providers. Service expenses
include direct and indirect costs incurred for the services required to back I.T. operations and projects.
I.T. budgets must also take into consideration three core categories of I.T. spending:

 Capital
These expenses must be treated as the organization’s capital budget, i.e.,
the expense has to be capitalized. They are made up of large hardware
and software license purchases, major repairs, spares replacement, and
significant software upgrades.

 Operating
These expenses are concerned with the daily operations of the I.T.
infrastructure and include items such as subscriptions, maintenance,
and support contracts for hardware and software.

 Project

“JMARK Business
Solutions always
delivers over
and above my
expectations and
I would highly
recommend them to
anyone looking for
Managed I.T. Support
Provider services.”

These expenses are linked to a discrete effort and may be either necessary
or optional. They may or may not be required to be capitalized. Projects
Deina Rockhill,
are a flexible component of the I.T. budget and may be accelerated or
FLINT HILLS COMMUNITY
delayed, depending on cash flow.
HEALTH CENTER
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CRITICAL BUDGET FACTORS
i.

Asset Replacement Frequency
Identifying the equipment that needs to be replaced and understanding when to do so is one of the most
difficult tasks of technology budget planning. Delaying the replacement can adversely affect employee
productivity, while replacing too soon means unnecessary expense and not getting the maximum return
on your initial hardware investment.
Maintaining an up-to-date inventory of each asset is the solution to this problem. Typically, I.T.
hardware needs to be replaced every three to four years; however, each piece of equipment
should be assessed independently in order to arrive at the ideal replacement decision. Usually,
having an asset management tool simplifies the task of identifying when an asset should be
upgraded or replaced.

ii. Maintenance Cost
While planning their I.T. budget, most executives commit an avoidable mistake – they take into account
only the outlay for actual hardware and software purchases. Although these two components form a
significant part of the technology expenditure, the cost of repairs, updates, and tech support should be
factored in.
From sudden glitches and network breakdowns to serious accidents and user errors, inevitably the
unexpected issues are the ones that prove most costly for organizations.

iii. Data Security
Although most I.T. executives agree that data is their “MVA (Most Valuable Asset),” it usually takes a
breach or a headline-grabbing attempted hack to push them into enhancing data protection. Nobody is
immune to cyber-attacks. Hence, data security is an integral part of every budget.

THE BUDGET KILLERS
All I.T. executives share a common goal: improving the bottom line. With technology evolving at lightning
speed, achieving this goal can be a mammoth task. As an I.T. leader, you may have noticed that technology
consumes a huge chunk of your I.T. budget every quarter. Even if you skip investing in the latest devices
and equipment, maintaining a simple, efficient, and secure network that uses basic software, licenses, and
updates can be a costly affair. Yet the less you spend, the thinner your returns. Hence cutting back is not a
feasible option. Although reliable I.T. is expensive, you can take precautions to steer clear of the following
budget drains to achieve a healthy bottom line. The three most common drains on your budget are:

i.

Outdated Technology
The best brains amongst your team will only ever be as good as the tools they use. While providing the
latest technology devices to all employees every year may not be financially feasible, you must ensure
that your team has the right tools to deliver maximum efficiency.
Old technology can slow down your employees, leading to frustration for the quickest among them. A
sluggish laptop, smartphone, or Wi-Fi connection can restrict your team members from performing at
max capacity, which in turn, can negatively impact your bottom line.
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“The whole team at
JMARK is wonderful!!
Our business could
not function properly
on a daily basis
without their ongoing
support and expert
I.T. advice/guidance.
We are incredibly
thankful that they
are one of our
business partners.”
Winn Jester,
GROVE PHARMACY
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To overcome this challenge, keep track of every asset and maintain a running
inventory. Periodically monitor the age and performance of every device
and make plans for the proactive replacement of older equipment so that
unexpected breakdowns don’t lead to unacceptable downtime.

ii. Inefficient Infrastructure
Outdated technology is not the only factor that can affect your organizational
success. Inefficient technology can also have a significant negative impact.
For example, your administrative department personnel and those from your
engineering or design departments cannot work on computers of the same
specifications. The nature of their work and their software needs are very
different. The types of computers that they use also have to be aligned with
their needs.
This challenge can be overcome by setting up ongoing monitoring and support
team, who can resolve issues as they arise or even pre-empt situations that
place an undue burden on your technology infrastructure. These situations
could include your network congesting at particular times during the day; user
concurrency overwhelming resources; power outages; and running out of
storage and back-up space. A proactive I.T. monitoring service will allow you to
make suitable changes to the I.T. infrastructure and alleviate these issues.

iii. In-house Team vs. Outsourcing
The importance of technology to your business is directly proportional to the value of the I.T. specialists
you employ. In many cases, the technology skillsets that you require to care for your organization
adequately may not all be available with a small, in-house I.T. team. This calls for either hiring more
people or outsourcing to third party contractors. In either case, additional expense is involved, which can
inflate your I.T. expenditure beyond the budgeted amount.
This challenge can be overcome by hiring the services of an experienced Managed Service Provider
(MSP), who will take care of specialized tasks as they arise, leaving your core I.T. team to handle everyday
tasks.

LEVERAGING TECHNOLOGY
Technology plays an unmistakable role in helping businesses in every field achieve success. But making
the most of I.T. involves smart planning; you must look at what tech can do for your organization beyond
simply improving employee productivity levels. Technology fosters innovation in the company culture,
engenders opportunities for employees to learn new skills and advance their careers, and allows you to
integrate the work of different departments. Information Technology also makes possible the harnessing
of data, which provides the critical foundation that allows you to take the calculated risks that lead to
growth. Technology is the catalyst to outpacing your competitors and propelling your business to the lead
position in your market.
So how can you leverage technology to create a forward-looking, employee-friendly work ecosystem? There
are four ways to magnify success by using technology:
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Understand Employee Expectations
It goes without saying that nobody likes outdated technology. But did you know it can also be the sole
reason for employees leaving your company? Research studies have shown that 25 percent of employees
who switch jobs do it for this reason. In addition, “better technology” stands third on employee wish lists
of improved working conditions.

2.

Seek “Work from Anywhere” Opportunities
Research analysis has indicated that 3.7 million U.S. workers do at least 50 percent of their work from
home. Other than homes, they also work from coffee shops, subway trains, airport terminals, and more
or less anywhere with a stable Wi-Fi connection. Mobile devices and cloud computing empower your
team to work from anywhere, any time. Take advantage of this, and embrace the “our office is where our
employees are” ethos.

3.

Set Work Hours Limits
In modern times, workplaces are open 24/7. But that does not mean that you should work nonstop. And
neither should your employees. Excess exposure to technology can lead to burnout, which can stifle
productivity and shatter employee satisfaction. To ensure that your team stays happy and enthusiastic
at all times, set limits. For example, set a rule to ensure no communication from and to employees
while on vacation. This will encourage them to focus on enjoyment and relieve them from work-related
stress—which, in turn, allows them to return to work rejuvenated and refocused.

4.

Encourage Skills Development
As your employees gain familiarity with the technologies they use every day, the number of tech support
calls reduces while simultaneously increasing their confidence and feelings of empowerment. An hour
or two of training time every week can be set aside for them to pursue ongoing technology educational.
Additionally, software vendors can be invited to conduct on-site demos and webinars to foster skill
development. As you create improvement opportunities for your employees, you will reap the rewards
in the form of an agile workforce.

CAPEX VS. OPEX
The difference between CAPEX (capital expense) and OPEX (operational expense) is often misunderstood,
and this poses a challenge during I.T. budget discussions.
From an I.T. angle, capital expense usually involves investing in on-premises equipment with a long-term
timeframe of over a year, and typically up to three years. Operational expenses on the other hand normally
include what you spend to run your business on a daily basis, and the purchasing of assets with a short life
(usually of less than a year).
Capital expenses involve stages such as procuring, installing and configuring, either by your in-house team
or by an external vendor.
However, with most I.T.-related capital expenses, you should account for the associated operational costs,
such as maintenance, upgrades, utility costs for powering your equipment, and cooling systems for servers
and heavily used network equipment.
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These capital expenses usually come with a linked operational expense, in terms of management and
support of the new hardware and software.
Outsourcing specific tasks and using cloud-based services moves the onus of capital expense and
maintenance-linked operational expense to the service provider. Through outsourcing and cloud services,
you will incur only the operational expense, in the form of a monthly fee.
However, cost must not be the sole factor when deciding on the technology and services that should
be retained in-house and those that can be outsourced or moved to the cloud. You must identify the
model that best aligns with your organization’s goals and objectives. Simply moving everything to the
cloud may not be any better a solution than keeping things in-house. Most organizations adopt a hybrid
approach, striking the right balance between maintaining an internal I.T. team and availing themselves of
managed services.
Research studies suggest that one-third of an organization’s expenses should go toward capital expenses
and two-thirds to operational expenses. This ratio can be tweaked to suit your organizational needs, but
serves as a good starting point for your I.T. budget planning exercise.
One key point to remember is that operational expenses are usually tax deductible, while capital expenses
depreciate (i.e., a part of your assets cost is reduced each year) during the life of the asset. In general,
operational expenses are more beneficial from a tax angle; however, it is better to consult a tax advisor to
assess your particular situation.
Finally, simply hosting all your equipment in-house does not automatically make your organization a
winner. Of greater importance than shiny racks of hardware and software is dependable, ongoing access
to knowledgeable support and services.

WHAT EXPERTS SAY
Aligning I.T. Budgets with Corporate Goals
The I.T. budgeting process can take up to a few months to complete depending on the size of the
organization. And, unfortunately, this budgeting is often done without a clear vision of how I.T. fits into the
organization’s overall strategies and goals. Hence, it is commonly misaligned with regards to the broader
goals of the business.
Research firm Gartner unveiled the reasons for this disconnect:
•• I.T. budgets tend to give more importance to individual line items in the
general ledger, instead of the larger organizational goals.
•• The budget is perceived as fixed and inflexible when it comes to funding the
right initiatives to enable organizational success.
•• Investment decisions put greater emphasis on the nature of the spend—
i.e., capex or opex—rather than operational goals.
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“When needed, the
folks at JMARK go out
of their way not only
to provide solutions,
but also to do so in a
manner that is most
convenient to us.
That type of customer
service is hard to find
anymore. Thank you
for all you do.”
Jim Fisher,
HARTMAN & COMPANY
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TO SUMMARIZE
Your business needs technology to grow and prosper, and it depends
on I.T. for its most fundamental processes. In the absence of reliable
technology, businesses often stumble and perish. Conversely, investing
in, deploying, and securing cutting-edge technology can propel your
business to the next level. The right technology investments and I.T.
partnerships can set you up to exceed your goals and experience
rapid growth. You can achieve maximum customer and employee
satisfaction. Making the right I.T. decisions results in transforming your
organization’s business into a formidable, innovative force in your
industry sector.
By leveraging the knowledge gained in this book for more effective planning
of your I.T. budget, you can define and implement viable processes, foster
skill development in your team, and make your business future-ready,
leading you to unparalleled success.
TO SCHEDULE A FREE CONSULTATION,
EMAIL JMARK@JMARK.COM OR CALL 844-44-JMARK.
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